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A Delegation from the Guangzhou Maritime Court of P.R.C Visited CityU’s School of Law 
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  A delegation from the Guangzhou Maritime Court of 

P.R.C visited CityU’s School of Law on 18 December, 2014. Professor GU Minkang, Director 

of the Hong Kong Centre for Maritime and Transportation Law & Associate Dean of School of 

Law; Dr XING Lijuan and Dr ZHAO Liang, Assistant Professors of School of Law, received 

the delegation led by Mr Huang Weiqing, the Vice President and Senior Judge of the Guangzhou 

Maritime Court. 

 

Professor Gu, on behalf of the Hong Kong Centre for Maritime and Transportation Law 

(HKCMT), welcomed the delegation from the Guangzhou Maritime Court of P.R.C. An 

introduction about CityU, its School of Law as well as HKCMT was conducted by emphasizing 

on the competitive advantages, features and programmes offering etc. 

 

Followed by the introduction, both parties were invited to discuss on the issues concerned. Dr 

Xing mentioned on her experience in teaching Chinese Maritime Law. She was grateful to the 

Guangzhou Maritime Court of P.R.C for its work in translating cases from Chinese into English 

and being posted on its English website. Both Dr Xing and Dr Zhao agreed that the translation 

could facilitate those interested overseas students in reading the cases. 
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Guangzhou Maritime Court of P.R.C mentioned that its English website was highly emphasized. 

Several enhancements were expected to be implemented next year, for instance, some cases of its 

annual report and selected clips on lawyers’ debate in English would be uploaded on the website 

and videos in English regarding the effect of English on Chinese Maritime Law would also be 

posted on the website etc. Due to the manpower required in translation, it was suggested that 

both parties could cooperated in translation.     

  

In order to relief the workload in translation, Dr Zhao further pointed out the possibility of 

summarizing the cases in English instead of translating the whole case into English while his 

experience in searching relevant cases during conducting research was also shared. 

 

During the meeting, both parties shared the insights and wisdom on the legal issue of cargo 

transportation and documents. Prof Gu finally concluded that further work on cooperation among 

two parties could be done in order to nurture students developing career in maritime law industry 

of Hong Kong.  

 

 

 

 


